Nonfiction

*Open: an autobiography* by Andre Agassi (B. Agassi, Andre)

*Friday Night Lights: a town, a team, and a dream* by H.G. Bissinger (796.33262 B623f)

*Ball Four* by Jim Bouton (796.357092 B781b)

*The Boys in the Boat: nine Americans and their epic quest for gold at the 1936 Berlin Olympics* by Daniel James Brown (797.1230973 Brown)

*The Boys of Winter* by Wayne Coffey (796.962 Coffey)

*Swimming to Antarctica: tales of a long-distance swimmer* by Lynne Cox (B. C877s)

*Grace, Gold, and Glory: my leap of faith* by Gabrielle Douglas (B. Douglas, Gabby)

*Boxing is: reflections on the sweet science* by Thomas Hauser (796.83 Hauser)

*Seabiscuit: an American legend* by Laura Hillenbrand (798.409 H651s 2003)

*The Boys of Summer* by Roger Kahn (796.357 Kahn)

*Into Thin Air* by Jon Krakauer (796.522 K89i)

*Moneyball* by Michael Lewis (796.35764 A871m)